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(A) The Nyaya Vaisesika like the Vedanta is well-known - so preliminaries and details are omitted.
- An avayavin is a janya dravya and has three-fold cause.
- Atoms are the ultimate units
- Combination is never automatic but is effected by a conscious agent; in the case of atoms God is such agent.
- Avayavin is different from avayavas and is an effect.
- An effect can be a substance, attribute or action. The rule that the causal attribute determines the attribute of the effect applies only to visesa gunas.

(B) Svarupa yogya karana and phalopadhayaka karana.
### IV. Sankhya

- Rejection of the creationistic view and adoption of the evolutionary one - Prakrtiparinamavada  
- Discussion of the problem of avayava and avayavin made in the context of upadana karana and karya.  
  (B) Can every avayava be regarded as upadana karana?  
  (C) Concept of upadana karana analysed.  
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